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What is the future of the museum in your dream?I hope to visit the museum which I want  

never leave home.And Just click the mouse,I can have the chance to observe the objects what I  

want  to  know  from  different  angles,  and  track  the  relevant  context  information,  obtain  the 

complete information what I need.However,I usually feel lack of something when I visited the 

museum past and now.

Why？This is because I have not get what I want.As a researcher, When you get into the 

Museum,You hope to find some archaeological evidence what you need. But under the present 

display  model  ,the  exhibit  on  display  is  usually  immobile  and  separate  without  context 

information,such as marked horizon ,accurete unearthed position,materials,the relationship with 

the others,So you can’t obtain the complete information.Moreover, a lot of unearthed relics were 

piled up in the warehouse,may never meet with the visiters.

With the development of network technology and new digital information technology, the 

departments of cultural relics began to change the traditional way,and use digital techneques cope 

with the relics of inventory too long and quickly sureged ， the digital tools used for database 

construction,documentation,research,education and communication.Many Museums are  moving 

into  digital  age ， online  virtual  museum  appeared ， such  as  virtual  the  Louvre 

Museum，NewYork Skyscrapers online museum，and China’s Palace Museum.In these virtual 

world ,all the material objects are transformed into digital images,people can visit the Museum at 

random never leave home.But the key problem with missing information are not solved,because  

only few of finest antiques are chosen and shown.

The remains and relics of archaeological discovery breaks new ground for human being to 

understand their own history. In this sense it was the common cultural heritage and wealth of  

mankind.Protecting  and  researching  effectively  is  not  only  an  important  responsibility  for 

museums or heritage sectors or Country but the common duty of everyone.Modern Museum is the  

most  impotant  platform  of  preservation,exhibition,education  and  communication.So  digital 

preservation  of  cultural  relics  and  the  exhibition  model  of  digital  museum in  relation  to  the 

researchers whether can access to relevant full informatiom has become a global problem.

A large of unearthed relics are left unused days and months ,it is no doubt the biggest waste 

of resource.Not be conductive to the protection and research of relics.Well apparently ,The present 

stored and displayed model of Museum far behind the development of Time and research and 

education needs.Are there well-functioning strategies of how to change the situation quickly and 

keep track with constant technological updates?

Application of 3DGIS in digital Museum and the internet of things technology may realize 

this dream in future.

3DGIS( A thress Dimension Geographyic Information System) is a 3D dynamic interaction 

visualaization  technology  based  on  data  integration  of  LOD(Lever  of  Detail  )  including 

terrain，raster dataset，multipatch，scene context and multimedia data（such as text，image 

audio and video）， real-time database application method , multimodal visualization and 3D 

integration  shows  and  roaming  ,and  web  solution.  3DGIS  for  the  digital  documentation  of 



archaeological  remains  and  relics  of  digital  museum  based  on  personal  compter  can  offer 

realistically not only the micro information of single objects,macro background of real-time scene 

and  historical  geography,  but  also  the  human-computer  interaction  access  flexibly  and 

conveniently.

Without doubt,The Precondition of optimum efficiency on display model of 3DGIS depend 

on database construction and information publish timly of relics digital.As regards the protection 

and  utilization  of  relics  in  the  storeroom,the  new internet  of  things  technology  may  play  an 

important role in future. In future,the museum officals don’t need rummage things,can know the  

accurate position just press the button.


